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Abstract
As touch-screen mobile phones pour into the market, demands for reusing existing mobile
applications by adding a touch-screen UI are increasing. In order to service an existing
application without a touch-screen UI to touch phones, an on-screen keyboard that
implements a virtual keyboard on the touch screen is needed. On-screen keyboards are
particularly convenient to use on small mobile phone screens because they reduce the number
of keys and consequently increase the size of each. Previous on-screen keyboard generation
methods generate fixed keyboard layouts that include every key defined by a system, resulting
in smaller and inconvenient keys. Further, the recently studied dynamic analysis method
analyzes keys used in source codes during run-time to generate on-screen keyboards
optimized for applications but it generates too much overhead to control.
In this study, we proposed the touch-screen UI generating technique based on content's
source code by static analysis. To generate the UI automatically, we adopt the notion of key
set graphs that store the UI status information of applications to identify UI states by
referencing the graphs and generating optimized on-screen keyboards. This method uses
effective graph data structures to effectively circumvent the overhead issues featured in the
dynamic analysis method.
Keywords: Software Reuse, Human Computer Interaction, Touch-Screen User Interface

1. Introduction
Given that the mobile application services market encompasses a wide range of mobile
platforms, converting applications developed for a specific platform to be reused in other
platforms is essential in expanding the client base [1, 2, 3].
The recent mobile phone market features a number of touch phones in which all functions
are implemented with a touch screen UI. Touch phones are emerging as a hot-button product
in the market because they offer both compactness and diversity of functions [4].
Touch phones can only run applications with a touch screen UI. However, since most
existing applications do not feature a touch screen UI, the process of adding a touch screen UI
to existing applications is required in order to reuse them in touch phones [5].
The most effective way to add a touch-screen UI to an application with only a key UI is the
on-screen keyboard technique, which defines a virtual keyboard on the touch screen and
generates key events that correspond to touches on the screen. Since on-screen keyboard are
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placed on small mobile phone screens, reducing the number of keys and consequently
increasing the size of each key adds to the convenience.
Various studies were conducted as an effort to propose a method for automatically
generating on-screen keyboards to add touch-screen UI to existing applications [6, 7].
Although the resulting methods were successful in terms of automation, they generated fixed
keyboard layouts that include all keys defined in a system, which isn't very friendly to use.
In addressing such defect, studies on generating on-screen keyboards optimized for
applications by analyzing the keys used in source codes were carried out [5, 8]. Although
these methods generate on-screen keyboards optimized for applications, they also generate
too much overhead in the process.
This study proposes a method for generating on-screen keyboards based on the static
source code analysis method by storing the UI state information in graphs, which are
referenced during run-time. This method uses effective graph data structures to yield results
optimized for UI states and steers clear from the overhead issue pointed out as drawbacks in
existing methods. Chapter 2 reviews previous studies on on-screen keyboard generation and
source code analysis, Chapter 3 introduces the static analysis method and discusses the onscreen keyboard generation method using static analysis. Chapter 4 verifies whether
optimized touch-screen UIs are generated using the proposed method through a series of
experiments. Finally, Chapter 5 draws the conclusion and proposes study topics moving
forward.

2. Related Studies
2.1. On-Screen Keyboards
The attempt to apply an on-screen keyboard to mobile applications first took place in
gaming. The original mobile version of The Magic Thousand-Character Text was converted
to be run in iPhone on which it displayed fixed Gameboy-style touch buttons (Figure 1) [6].

(a) Gameboy like touch button

(b) Platform level onscreen keyboard

Figure 1. On-Screen Keyboards
This method allocated a certain area on the screen for touch buttons where being able to
apply various designs on buttons is an advantage but not being able to use that area for other
purposes in an application is a drawback.
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Existing applications can be reused in touch phones without any additional conversion
process if on-screen keyboards are offered in the platform level. Qbric mobile phones provide
window-type on-screen keyboards that feature various functions in the platform level [7].
However, since this method always displays every key of a system regardless of the key UI
of an application, the sizes of the keys are forced to shrink, which causes inconvenient userexperience.
2.2. Code Analysis
A study on generating an on-screen keyboard by analyzing the source code to identify the
keys used in the application thereby optimizing the number of keys was conducted in order to
overcome the drawbacks of the fixed layout (Figure 2) [5].

Kactive = { KEY_UP, KEY_DOWN }

Figure 2. Touch-Screen UI Adapted for Application
This method excludes keys unused in an application and thus reduces the number of leys
and enlarges the size of each key for convenience.
The UI of a standard mobile application contains multiple UI modules where a particular
UI module is run depending on the program's internal status. Here, the state that runs the
particular UI module is called the UI state.
The method described above does not take into account that the context of a UI module
changes according to the UI state and analyzes only the keys used by an application as a
whole thereby failing to remove the keys unnecessary for that application.
The active key set of a UI state refers to a set of keys with functions defined to that
particular UI module. By finding the active key set of the current UI state during program
execution, we can build a layout consisted of only the keys included in the active key set and
display an on-screen keyboard optimized to the UI state.
An active key monitoring method using the dynamic analysis method was proposed based
on the above ideas. This method inserts a monitoring code in a program, calls the monitoring
code during execution to obtain the active key set, and selects an optimal layout from the set.
While the static analysis method is able to obtain results through a relatively easier means
since it obtains results through actual experimentation, there exists the issue of degraded
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execution performance or the original program because it has to run the program every time
for every result.
The active key monitoring method also requires the key event handler to be repeated,
which could cause heavy overhead and sometimes lead to critical faults depending on the
system. Further, securing execution performance is even more vital for mobile applications
because cell phones to which they are serviced are limited in terms of their performance.
While the dynamic analysis method runs every time to obtain results, the static analysis
method is able to apply results obtained from a single run to all cases thereby improving the
execution performance [9].
In this study, we investigate the UI state and active key set of applications using graphs
based on the static analysis method and using that result, we propose a method of generating a
touch-screen UI optimized to the UI state.

3. Static Analysis Method
Control flow analysis, the most general static analysis method, breaks a program down into
base block units with unchanging control flows and analyzes the overall flow of the program
through base blocks and control flows.
The control flow analysis method generally analyzes source codes after converting them to
CFGs (Control Flow Graph). CFGs can simply be generated from the intermediate result of
ASTs (Abstract Syntax Tree) as source code information can be stored in each node for later
use in the analysis stage [10].
Generally, UI state information is located in the key event handler and in the modules that
it calls. Thus, we limit the targets for converting to CFGs to key event handler-related parts
rather than the entire source code in order to alleviate the complexity of analysis.
3.1. UI State Information on CFG
Figure 3 shows an example of converting the key event handler of a standard application
into a CFG. UI state from a CFG's perspective is a state with control flow defined to execute a
particular UI module. Thus, we can deduce two pieces of information by analyzing a CFG.
First, we can look at the conditions that classify the UI state. Conditions that determine the
UI state of a program are called UI state conditions and variables included in these conditions
are called UI state control variables. We can find the conditions that determine a particular UI
state by following the control flow from the CFG to that particular UI module. For example,
in Fig. 3, the conditions under which UI module k is executed are (p = 1) and (q ≠ r) where
the UI state control variables are p and q.
Second, we can examine the active key set of a particular UI state. A statement that
compares the keys pressed by a user appears after following the control flow of a certain UI
state where the compared key values become the active keys. All active keys present on the
control flow become the active key set. The active key set for the state during which UI
module k is run is { KEY_X, KEY_Y, KEY_Z }.
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BEGIN

a == 0
true

true

key ==
KEY_X

false
false

action a

action x
false

key ==
KEY_Y

true
action y

key ==
KEY_Z

p≠1

false

false

true
q == r
true
UI
module
i

UI
module
j

false

true
action z

UI module k

UI
module
k

END

Figure 3. Example CFG of Key Event Hander
3.2. Graph Simplify Algorithms
When analyzing general graphs, removing nodes that have no influence on analysis results
will increase the efficiency of graph analysis. This study proposes a graph simplification
algorithm that increases the efficiency of graph analysis by removing nodes from CFG that
are not relevant to UI state information and adding nodes that store active keys.
The graph simplification algorithm comprises the following three steps. (1) Node
classification, (2) Remove unnecessary node, and (3) Merge adjacent key store node. The
simplified graph resulting from running this algorithm is called a KSG (Key Set Graph).
3.2.1 Node Classification: Every node in the graph is traversed and each node is categorized
as one of the following three node types in Figure 4.
(1) Action node: All nodes except conditional statements like if and switch are action
nodes. All action nodes are removed in the following stage because they have no influence on
the UI state.
(2) Key store node: Conditional statement nodes with branches become key store nodes
when comparing the values of keys pressed by a user in the logical equation. Key store nodes
store the key values in a logical equation in their respective nodes. When there are multiple
key values in a logical equation, every one of them are stored. Here, the stored key values
represent active keys.
(3) Selection node: Conditional statement nodes with branches that fail to satisfy the
conditions of a key store node are all selection nodes.
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(1) action
node

(2) key store
node

(3) selection
node

Figure 4. Symbols of Node Types
Figure 5 is a CFG with node classification applied to the example source code.
BEGIN
action a

pause == 0

true

{ KEY_CLS }

false

action b

mode ==
ST_ONE
true

true

false

mode ==
ST_TWO

false

true

{ KEY_OK,
KEY_DOWN }

{ KEY_OK }

action e

turn == 0

{ KEY_LEFT }

action f

{ KEY_RIGHT }

action g

false
action c

action d

END

Figure 5. CFG of the Example Source Code
3.2.2. Remove Unnecessary Node: Every node in the graph is traversed during which
unnecessary nodes are removed. The node removal algorithm is as shown in Figure 6.
If the node type is active node, the particular node is removed and the in-bound edges of
the deleted node are all connected to the out-bound edges of that node.
If the node type is selection node and the two out-bound edges of the node point to the
same node, that particular node is removed because it has lost the selection functionality. A
node is removed in the same way as the removal of an active node.
Lastly, if the node type is key store node and the two out-bound edges of that node point to
the same node, the second edge is removed.
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REMOVE_UNNECESSARY_NODE( )
for all node n of graph {
if TYPE(n) = na then {
REMOVE_NODE(n);
}
else if TYPE(n) = nc then {
n1 = HEAD_NODE(OUT_EDGE(n, 1));
n2 = HEAD_NODE(OUT_EDGE(n, 2));
if n1 = n2 then
REMOVE_NODE(n)
}
else if TYPE(n) = nk then {
n1 = HEAD_NODE(OUT_EDGE(n, 1));
n2 = HEAD_NODE(OUT_EDGE(n, 2));
if n1 = n2 then
DELETE_EDGE(OUT_EDGE(n, 2));
}
}

Figure 6. Unnecessary Node Remove Algorithm

BEGIN

pause == 0

true

{ KEY_CLS }

false
mode ==
ST_ONE
true
{ KEY_OK,
KEY_DOWN }

false

mode ==
ST_TWO

false

true
{ KEY_OK }
{ KEY_LEFT }
{ KEY_RIGHT }

END

Figure 7. Unnecessary Node Removed Graph
Figure 7 shows the result of having removed the unnecessary nodes from the CFG in
Figure 5. All action nodes have been removed and only selection nodes and key store nodes
remain in the graph.
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3.2.3. Merge Adjacent Key Store Node: In order to increase the graph searching
performance, all adjacent key store nodes are combined into one. Here, the active key sets
stored in the nodes are also combined. The key store node merging algorithm is as shown in
Figure 8
MERGE_KEYSTORE_NODE( )
for all node n of graph {
if TYPE(n) = nk then {
npre = TAIL_NODE(IN_EDGE(n, 1));
if TYPE(npre) = nk then {
ADD_KEY(npre, KEY_SET(n));
REMOVE_NODE (n);
}
}
}

Figure 8. Key Store Node Merging Algorithm

BEGIN

pause == 0

true

{ KEY_CLS }

false
mode ==
ST_ONE
true
{ KEY_OK,
KEY_DOWN }

false

mode ==
ST_TWO

false

true
{ KEY_OK,
KEY_LEFT,
KEY_RIGHT }

END

Figure 9. Key-Set Graph of the Example
Figure 9 illustrates the completed KSG, which is created by merging all adjacent key store
nodes from the graph of Figure 7.
Selection nodes remaining in the KSG then become the UI state conditions and variables
included in the conditional statement of the selection nodes become the UI state control
variables. In Figure 9, the UI state control variables are pause and mode.
The KSG is traversed using the values allocated to the state control variables at a certain
point during application run-time. When we capture all the keys stored in the key store nodes
during the traversal, it becomes the active key set of the current state. If pause = 0 and mode =
ST_ONE in Figure 9, the active key set then becomes { KEY_CLS, KEY_OK,
KEY_DOWN }.
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Here, in order to observe the UI state through the KSG from an arbitrary location, the UI
state control variables must be declared globally and their values must not change until the UI
state is determined in the key event handler.
3.3. Decision Table
Repetitive graph traversing is required in order to obtain the active key set during program
run-time using KSG. Thus, the efficiency of examining the UI state can be increased by
creating a decision table using the graph traversing results beforehand and using table lookup
in place of graph computation.
A decision table is consisted of UI states categorized by the combinations of UI state
conditions in the KSG and the active key set derived from it. Table 1 shows the KSG in
Figure 7 represented with a decision table.
Table 1. Decision Table of the Example
pause
== 0

UI state condition
mode ==
ST_ONE

mode ==
ST_TWO

true

-

true

true
false
false
true

false

true

false
false

active key set
{ KEY_CLS,
KEY_OK,
KEY_DOWN }
{ KEY_CLS,
KEY_OK,
KEY_LEFT,
KEY_RIGHT }
{ KEY_CLS }
{ KEY_OK,
KEY_DOWN }
{ KEY_OK,
KEY_LEFT,
KEY_RUGHT }
{}

3.4. Touch-Screen UI Engine
A new application with touch-screen UI function can be created by inserting the touchscreen UI engine code into the source code of an original application and applying the
decision table generated by the method described up to this point.
The structure of the new application with touch-screen UI is illustrated in Figure 10. The
touch-screen UI engine operates as follows.
(1) UI state checking process: CheckUiState() is executed at regular intervals by using the
timer. CheckUiState() monitors the state control variable and once it detects a change in its
value, it assumes that the UI state has been changed after which it looks up the decision table
to obtain the active key set and execute BuildLayout(). BuildLayout() selects the smallest
layout that includes the active key set from the keyboard layout DB provided by the user and
sets it as the new layout [5].
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(2) Event redirection process: when the user touches the on-screen keyboard, the touch
event handler is executed and the RedirectKey() function is called. The RedirectKey()
function references the currently-configured layout to generate corresponding key events and
execute functions defined in the key event handler.
Application
CheckUiState( )

Timer Event
Handler

active
key set

Key Event
Handler

Touch Event
Handler

decision
table

BuildLayout( )
a key

layout

(x, y)

RedirectKey( )
Touch-Screen
UI Engine

:

UI state checking process
Event redirection process

Figure 10. System Model of Touch-Screen UI Engine

4. Experimental Results and Analysis
We apply the proposed static analysis method on the test application to generate a KSG
and a decision table and we generate the touch-screen UI-added application and verify the
result.
The test environment uses GNEX Emulator that runs in PCs. GNEX is a mobile platform
installed in CDMA cell phones through which a large number of applications are serviced.
The test application is the SPACE WAR game program written in the MobileC language.
Written in a commercial program-like structure, SPACE WAR contains 4 UI states in Table 2.
Table 2. UI Information of SPACE WAR
UI state
title state
run state
game over state
option state

Action defined key
{ KEY_OK, KEY_UP, KEY_DOWN }
{ KEY_LEFT, KEY_RIGHT, KEY_OK }
{ KEY_OK }
{ KEY_OK, KEY_UP, KEY_DOWN,
KEY_LEFT, KEY_RIGHT }

In the first experiment, we verify whether the four predefined UI states are clearly
distinguished by generating a KSG and a decision table for SPACE WAR.
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Figure 11 illustrates the result of generating a KSG and a decision table of SPACE WAR
by applying the graph simplification algorithm. When we look at the decision table, we can
see that there are five UI states depending on the UI state control variable "state".
BEGIN
state ==
ST_TITLE

true

{ KEY_OK,
KEY_UP,
KEY_DOWN }

true

{ KEY_LEFT,
KEY_RIGHT,
KEY_OK }

false
state ==
ST_RUN
false
state ==
ST_OVER

true
{ KEY_OK }

false
state ==
ST_OPTION

true

{ KEY_OK, KEY_UP,
KEY_DOWN, KEY_LEFT,
KEY_RIGHT }

false
END

(a) Key set graph
UI state condition
active key set

state ==
ST_TITLE

state ==
ST_RUN

state ==
ST_OVER

state ==
ST_OPTION

true

-

-

-

{ KEY_OK,
KEY_UP,
KEY_DOWN }

true

-

-

{ KEY_LEFT,
KEY_RUGHT,
KEY_OK }

true

-

{ KEY_OK }

true

{ KEY_OK,
KEY_UP,
KEY_DOWN,
KEY_LEFT,
KEY_RIGHT }

false

{}

false
false

false

(b) Decision table

Figure 11. Intermediate Result of SPACE WAR
The 5th UI state can exist logically regardless of the purpose of the original program and
the active key set becomes Ø . Therefore, if we exclude the last UI state, we can see that the
KSG and the decision table have been created successfully because of the four UI states and
that the active key set corresponds perfectly with Table 2.
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In the second experiment, we insert the touch-screen UI engine and the decision table of
Figure 11 into SPACE WAR to create a new application and we observe the touch screen UI
operation of this application.
Table 3. Touch-Screen UI of SPACE WAR
UI state condition

Active key set

state ==
ST_TITLE

{ KEY_OK,
KEY_UP,
KEY_DOWN }

state ==
ST_RUN

{ KEY_LEFT,
KEY_RUGHT,
KEY_OK }

state ==
ST_OVER

{ KEY_OK }

state ==
ST_OPTION

{ KEY_OK,
KEY_UP,
KEY_DOWN,
KEY_LEFT,
KEY_RIGHT }

Guide display

The result of executing the SPACE WAR program with touch-screen UI is as shown in
Table 3. The touch screen UI engine has the guide display function, which displays on the
screen the layout every time the on-screen keyboard layout is changed. The guide display
result of Table 3 shows that the layout optimized to the active key set of each UI has been
applied.
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5. Conclusions
In this study, we proposed a method of using KSG to store the UI status of
applications in and looking up the decision table of KSG to effectively identify the UI
status based on the static analysis method.
Since UI state changes are broadcasted promptly through a decision table when
adding touch-screen UI to applications by using this method, user-experience can be
improved significantly by generating layouts optimized in UI state units. Also, since
decision table lookup computations are processed extremely swiftly, the overhead issue
pointed out in the dynamic analysis method can be circumvented.
On the other hand, since this method uses the static analysis method, UI status
control variables must always be declared global and they cannot be modified within
the key event handler.
Further study topics include tracking changes in UI state control variables by
adopting the data flow method and automatically generating touch -screen UIs for
specific platforms by formalizing the various language and platform-dependent parts.
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